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The Honor that
Motivates Us to Work
Harder Towards Excellence

We renew our meeting with our readers once again through our third ADSSC Newsletter, which contains
some of the company's major developments and achievements in the past four months. Hoping to
receive your satisfaction and to achieve the purpose of this Newsletter, which is to communicate
effectively with our employees and our strategic partners.
We are proud to have H.H Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, on this Newsletter's cover, as he
honors ADSSC Chairman at the honoring ceremony for the contributors of Absher initiative, launched by
the Ministry of the Presidential Affairs.
This third issue coincides with one of the biggest government events, which is Abu Dhabi Award for
Excellence in Government Performance. The Award Office is under the auspices of the General Secretariat
of Abu Dhabi's Executive Council. ADSSC is nominated in the third cycle of this Award, in competition
with 49 government entities. The Award in its new structure provide various standards and take in
consider the different orientations of Abu Dhabi's government. It also conforms to the international
standards of establishing and promoting a culture of performance excellence.
One of the important achievements of ADSSC, that's mentioned in this issue, is releasing the annual
report in May 2012, which includes important details about the company's performance and the
developments of its projects. It also highlights important statistics related to human resources and
the Emiratisation growing percentage in the company. In addition to presenting Health, Safety and
Environment Performance, the company role in serving community and sections about the company's
Divisions.
ADSSC strongly believe in the communication effectiveness to build cooperation between the company
and government entities, private sector, customers, and other partners. It also believes in its goals and
strategic plans to build a sustainable infrastructure.
Anticipating for your effective feedback,

The recent meeting with our leaders continues to inspire us to pursue the important
high level initiatives laid down by the government . Our partners and brothers from
government entities share the valuable opportunity of these great initiatives which are
under the patronage of our government and the community. We were honored to attend
the second stage of Absher initiative, in presence of H.H Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed
Al Nahyan, the Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of the
UAE Armed Forces, their Highnesses Sheikhs, and Officials from government and private
sector, in May 2013.
The words of his highness are in our minds when he mentioned saying: «These are
our sons. We are entrusted with taking care of their security, life and stability. What
is important for the next twenty five years and beyond is for us to make a leap in this
sphere and to make the UAE a model in implementing strategies such as emiratization”.
He added “Emiratis, not oil, are the foundations and the pillars and the real wealth of the
nation. We are investing in them».

ADSSC's Newsletter Team
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The newsletter team welcome all readers contributions. However, subjects might be edited to suit the publications policy.
Reproduction of materials from this newsletter requires a prior permission from ADSSC.

H.E. Abdulla Ali Musleh Al Ahbabi
Board Chairman

These words by his highness come out of his belief in Emiratis and citizens. We will work
together as a single team inspired by his words and will aim to achieve excellence, hand
in hand with our people.
H.H. the Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi honored ADSSC for being a main contributor in Absher
initiative, the honoring was in presence of government and private representatives, who
participated in the first stage of Absher initiative and contributed in making it a success.
The initiative of Absher was launched by the President His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin
Zayed Al Nahyan - May God preserve him- to enhance Emirati participation in the labour
market. The initiative is a strategy to put human resources in work, and to make everyone
of us participate in building our nation.
As we are working in this company, we are aware to raise Emiratisation percentage and
to solve any difficulties that may obstruct the process of employment, this in order to
fulfill the company›s strategic plan which conforms to Abu Dhabi›s vision 2030. This
vision focuses on Emiratisation, hiring qualified Emiratis, and establishing training plans
and programs to enrich Emiratis with required skills and experience to join labour market.
The statistics made by Human Resources and Administration Department in ADSSC
shows the increasing percentage of Emiratisation in the Company›s different locations
in Abu Dhabi, Al Ain and Western Region, employed in different jobs as administration
and technical jobs. The plan of raising Emiratisation percentage in the company is a
success, the percentage reached 80% in the mid of 2013. Being part of Absher initiative
and cooperating with the Ministry of Presidential Affairs and Abu Dhabi Tawteen Council
will promote us as a contributor to Emiratisation.

Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company (ADSSC) was established in June 2005, reports directly to the Abu Dhabi Executive Council.
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Safety First

In Participation of 49 Government Entities

Welcome to our new edition of Connect.
In the last edition I wrote about Weqaya,
the wellbeing initiative from Abu Dhabi
Government. In this addition I would like to
highlight a serious matter directly related to
health and wellbeing – Safety.

Alan Thomson
Managing Director

Safety is the responsibility of each and every
one of us. We have responsibility for safety
to ourselves but also for our colleagues and
customers. ADSSC is striving hard to improve
our safety performance and in order to do this
we need the vigilance and help of all of you.
This applies whether you are office based or
site based. Both locations have their hazards
and problems.
What is important is that you correct or report
anything that you think is unsafe, this could
be seemingly small things like boxes stored in
corridors where people walk or lifting boxes

and files off shelves. The correctness of posture
when working at a desk on your PC is equally
important and can avoid severe back problems.

ADSSC capital and operational activities take
place in an extremely hazardous environment
and we should all respect our own safety and
that of our colleagues and partners at all times.
Please take time to look around you and spot
the hazards that perhaps we all turn our backs
on. By pointing these out you will be taking on
the correct responsibility for your own health
and that of your friends and work associates.

Under the slogan of
"working for the Future
of Abu Dhabi" ADSSC’s
annual report 2012, was
designed to represent the
company's performance.
The report was published in
May 2012, as a step toward
enhancing communication
Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri
between the company
Deputy Managing Director
and its strategic partners.
Declaring the financial
results and statistics illustrated an improving work performance,
as well as strategic projects within capital management program.

the category of projects awards and team awards, and the category
of Executive Council’s Chairman’s Order (individual awards).

The report includes the details of ADSSC initiatives and the
achieved awards through 2012. In addition the report covered
the strategic plan, health, safety and environment performance,
serving the community, and dedicated pages for human resources
and Emiratisation efforts.

ADSSC is working continuously to develop its plans and projects to
comply with Abu Dhabi's vision 2030. The vision aims to enhance
and promote Abu Dhabi's economy. ADSSC will work to widen its
business through cooperating and contracting with official and
private entities, to achieve the goals of Abu Dhabi's vision, whilst
promoting its services and achieving highest rates of customer
satisfaction.

The publishing of this edition of the Newsletter coincides with
ADSSC’s nomination for Abu Dhabi Award for Excellence in
Government Performance, third cycle. The company is competing
in the three categories of the Award, the category of overall award,
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ADSSC Nominated for Abu Dhabi Award for
Excellence in Government Performance

For those on site, the hazards are perhaps
more obvious but also more lethal. Please do
not ignore any safety infringements and report
them directly to those in authority. A recent
fatal incident could easily have been avoided
if it had been reported to more senior officials.

Working for the Future of Abu Dhabi
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Through being a contender for the Awards, ADSSC aims to benefit
from the excellence standards of these Awards and to benefit from
communicating with the government entities and their evaluation
feedback. ADSSC will also benefit from the Award Office comments
to enhance its strength and to work on improving its performance.
Furthermore, to getting introduced to the new structure of the
Award in this third cycle, ADSSC will have the opportunity to use
the new standards to improve its business. The new structure
takes into consideration the various orientations of Abu Dhabi's
government and conforms to the international standards of
establishing and developing excellence in performance.

Although we are all working in different jobs ,we end up together
for the same objectives, working for the future of Abu Dhabi.

Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company is nominated for the
first time For “Abu Dhabi Award for Excellence in Government
Performance”, in its third cycle. This initiative encourages the
communication between the participated government entities and
benefit the participants as they receive evaluation. Which helps
them to enhance their strength points and to work harder on their
weak points which can be developed to achieve excellence and
entrepreneurship in government performance. This will serve the
government to accomplish developments and success in highest
standards, along with our wise leadership which intend to raise
corporations performance levels and focuses on partners.
ADSSC is planning to benefit from its participation in the new
structure of the third cycle of Abu Dhabi Award for Excellence in
Government Performance. The new structure considers Abu Dhabi’s
government orientations, and conform with the international
standards to establish and spread excellence in performance.
The Award aims to encourage government entities in this cycle
to provide their services in a further privileged and effective
way. Within the established unified meaning of excellence to
attain a cross government culture. In this Award, each entity is
evaluated for their performance, which indicates their strengths
and the areas of improvement. Finally to be appreciated and
celebrated for their achievements in reaching excellency in
performance.
The new structure of the Award is divided into three categories:
Entity Awards, Team Awards, and Individual Awards. The categories
are established to assure that the excellent government entities
are the entities which appreciates employees and creates culture
of empowerment, in addition to balancing between achievements
and the different goals of the entities, teams, and individuals.
The total amount of the Award titles are 24, divided in three
categories. The first category (Overall Awards, Entity Prizes, Entity
Awards), Second Category (Projects Awards, Team Awards), and
Third Category (Executive Council’s Chairman’s Order.)

An internal committee in ADSSC have been organized for
the Award, their responsibility include filling and completing
nomination forms. The Award was accompanied with several
initiatives and awareness campaigns by ADSSC. Starting with
weekly e-newsletters to introduces the Award and its categories,
structure and nomination information. Beside to advertising
through ADSSC’s internal portal, main website, distributing prints
and stationaries with the emblem of the Award.
In addition to, organizing internal meetings to introduce ADSSC’s
employees to the Award, and to provide them with information
about the company’s nomination in the third cycle of the Award,
furthermore to informing them of the Award goals, standards and
categories. The meetings had great number of attendees from
different divisions and departments of ADSSC, and they had the
chance to discuss and inquire about the Awards.
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H.H Mohammed bin Zayed expressed that "These are our sons.
We are entrusted with taking care of their security, life and
stability". He also added that "What is important for the next
twenty five years and beyond is for us to make a leap in this
sphere, and to make the UAE a model in implementing strategies
such as emiratization”, he assured that “Emiratis, not oil, are the
foundations and the pillars and the real wealth of the nation. We
are investing in them."
Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed hailed the efforts of national
institutions and private companies in driving and diversifying the
national economy as creating quality jobs for the Emirati youth.
Addressing the representatives of the involved institutions, His
Highness Sheikh Mohamed said: "With your cooperation as
businessmen and officials, this process goes on. Certainly, our
sons are the backbone of this state. Our role is to empower them
to be producers and to serve their state. With cooperation from
Absher initiative is based on sound
strategies and goals to improve
and raise Emiratis participation in
UAE labour market, the first goal is
to create job opportunities for the
Emiratis, the second goal is to provide
guidance and professional instruction,
the third goal is to train and develop
the skills of Emiratis, the final goal is
to encourage Emiratis to work in the
private sector. These goals are being
applied in governmental authorities,
private sector, education and related
entities, as they play a major role in
training and creating employment
opportunities for Emiratis.

Mohammed bin Zayed
Al Nahyan Honors ADSSC
H.H. Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, the Crown Prince
of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed
Forces, honored Abu Dhabi Sewerage Service Company “ADSSC” for
their contribution in “Absher” initiative. The initiative had a great
participation in its first stage, it included government authorities and
private sector representatives, their attendance was a contribution
in making the initiative a success.
The initiative of Absher was launched by the President His Highness
Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan -May God preserve him- to
enhance Emiratis participation in the labour market. The initiative
was hailed by H.H Lieutenant General Mohammed bin Zayed, as
he indicated its great value, and its advantages for the country
and the citizens. As we all know it is the intention of the President
through his continuous efforts to attain a good life for all Emirati
nationals.
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your side and with the efforts of the government, the process
goes on." Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company “ADSSC” is
one of the top-performing stakeholders who contributed to the
success of the first phase of the Absher Initiative. The company
signed an agreement with the Ministry of the Presidential Affairs,
which oversees the implementation of the initiative to provide job
opportunities for the nationals. The meeting was attended by Eng.
Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri the Deputy Managing Director of ADSSC,
Ahmed Saleh Al Neyadi the Manager of Business Support Division,
and Abdul Munem Saeed Al Nuaimi the Head of HR Section.

The initiative by Sheikh Khalifa bin
Zayed Al Nahyan -May God preserve
him- reflects the leadership visions to
ensure a generous life for nationals
and to provide a prosperous future,
whilst increasing the participation
of young Emiratis in the labour
market. This initiative emphasizes the
importance of the younger generation
to carry on the responsibilities of
building civilization.
At the end of the meeting, Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed appraised
the role of the government authorities and private sector in the
country. Noting that their contribution and cooperation is of
a great effect and value in making this initiative a success, and
indicating their efforts in boosting the country’s economy. He
invited all participants to form a genuine partnership in order to
build and develop the economy, and to invest in our young Emirati
graduates to achieve further advancement for our country.
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“Abu Dhabi Executive Council” Views the
Plan of Building Wastewater Treatment
Plant in Al Ruwais
The executive committee of Abu Dhabi executive council has
discussed the plans of the governmental sector and entities,
on Thursday 23rd of May 2013. The committee was headed by
Mohammed Ahmed Al Bowardi, the Chairman of the Executive
Committee.
The committee also viewed the plan of constructing Wastewater
Treatment Plant in Al Ruwais at the Western Region, and the
purpose of building it, which is to meet the growing demands
of the region and to fulfill the development requirements of the
industrial areas in Al Ruwais.
Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company plan included designing

and constructing the plant with capacity of 15,000 cubic meters
per day, expandable to a capacity of 30,000 cubic meters. The plant
will serve current residential areas, that include 57,000 population,
in addition to the future plans for development of more housing.
ADSSC plan took into account the environmental impacts, resulted
by constructing the plant, therefore they provided the plan with an
odor treatment system , and a supervision system to maintain
and eliminate the problem of disposing wastewater in unspecified
areas. The plant will help in providing treated water for the forest
tanks in the region which will help in benefiting from these forests
to be used as wind and dust breaks and to provide a safe barrier
for the cities.

The Third Meeting of ADSSC Board of Directors

ADSSC Moves its
Headquarter Location to
Al Reem Island in Abu Dhabi
ADSSC has moved its headquarter which was at Al Defaa
Street in Al Nahyan Camp Area to its new offices in the Sky
Tower at Al Reem Island in Abu Dhabi, on June 2013.
The transfer of location comes within ADSSC care to provide
more convenient workplace for its employees and to attain
the best environment in order to develop the level of its
governmental services, and to serve its customers at best.
ADSSC currently runs its offices at floor 14, 15, and 16
in Sky Tower. Floor 14 is specified for Human Resources
and Administration Department, Customer Services
Department, and Supply Department. Floor 15 is specified
for Operation and Maintenance, Projects, and Assets
Management Divisions. While floor 16 is specified for ADSSC
Board of Directors Offices: Chairman Office, Managing
Director Office, Deputy Managing Director Office, Business
Support Department, Regulation Office, Strategic Planning
and Communication, Internal Audit Unit, and Programme
Management Department.
This include 11 meeting rooms to serve the employees,
which can be reserved via outlook e-mail. Highlighting that
the building is one of the most distinguished buildings which
are provided with latest and energy saving technologies.

ADSSC board of directors had a meeting on Sunday 7th of July, at ADSSC headquarters in Sky Tower building, Abu Dhabi. The
meeting was the first held in the new HQ Board room and was headed by H.E. Abdulla Ali Musleh Al Ahbabi, the Chairman of
ADSSC, and was attended by board members H.E. Rashid Mohammed Al Shariqi, H.E. Dr. Matar Mohammad Al Nuaimi, and H.E
Maha Taysir Barakat.
The meeting focused on the plans and the projects that are included in ADSSC Agenda 20132014-. Ibtihal Ahmed, the Manager
of Finance Department discussed the confirmation of ADSSC’s financial operating budget for 2014. Additionally, Eng. Omar Al
Hashimi, the Manager of Asset Management Division provided an overview of the capital program which includes the process of
determining, evaluating, planning and financing capital projects for 2014.
Eng. Alan Thomson, the Managing Director of ADSSC attended the meeting with Eng. Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri, the Deputy
Managing Director of ADSSC and Ahmed Saleh Al Neyadi, the Manager of Business Support Division.
This meeting is part of ADSSC achievements which conform with the vision of our wise leadership, to accomplish the strategic
plans and projects.
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Issuing the Annual
Report for 2012

ADSSC has issued its annual report for year 2012 in
both Arabic and English languages, the report details the
company's efforts in improving performance, establishing
projects of high expectations, and its role in developing
Abu Dhabi's infrastructure. In addition to its goal to
achieve sustainable developments for the Emirate of
Abu Dhabi, and to provide a safe and healthy environment
for the citizens.
The annual report contained ADSSC achievements and
accomplished rewards through 2012. It also contained
work developments of 2012. Furthermore, to specializing
sections in it to represent ADSSC Divisions and the
ongoing works, such as Customer Services Department,
and Human Resources and Administration Department.
It also highlighted the growing percentage of Emiratization
in the company, which reached 72% by December 2012.
The annual report also showed ADSSC Capital Program
and the strategic projects which include the Strategic
Tunnel Enhancement Program "STEP" and the Tactical
Investment Plan "TIP".
The report also presented the performance of Assets
Division, Operation and Maintenance Division, in addition
to ADSSC social role and responsibilities, and a view on
Health, Safety and Environment "HSE" performance.
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Signing Cooperation Agreement between Western Region
Municipality and Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company

ADSSC takes part in
the Fourth Population
Forum by Al Ain City
Municipality

The Cooperation Agreement was signed
between the Western Region Municipality
and Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company
“ADSSC”, to manage the cooperation
between both organisations.
The signing took place in the municipality
headquarter in Zayed City, in attendance
of Musabah Mubarak Al Marar the General
Manager of the Western Region Municipality,
Eng. Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri the Deputy Managing Director of ADSSC, Divisions Managers and Departments Heads.
The agreement covers all kinds of cooperation, including ADSSC existence in Integrated Services Centres to provide its services for
the customers in all western region cities. In addition to enhancing the communication between the both sides to serve the common
interests for Abu Dhabi’s community.

Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company took part in the Fourth Population Forum, organized by Al Ain City Municipality. The Forum was
held on Tuesday 23rd April, 2013 in Al Ain Municipality Theatre. Government representatives and government entities participated in
the Forum, in presence of the General Secretariat of the Executive Council, a number of the Executive Directors, citizens and business
holders.
Eng. Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri the Deputy Managing Director of ADSSC represented the company with Eng. Mohamed Al Harrasi the
Manager of Projects Management Department and Eng. Qasem Ghulam the Manager of Operation and Maintenance Department.
ADSSC aims to be part of the community activities to enhance the cooperation and to share experiences with the participants to
help improve our service to the public.

Organizing the Seventh
Strategic Meeting to Update
the Strategic Plan 2013 - 2017
ADSSC organized the seventh annual meeting 2013, on Wednesday
16th of June, at ADSSC headquarters in Abu Dhabi. The meeting aims
to update the five year plan (20132017-) with participation of ADSSC
officials and employees.
H.E Abdulla Ali Al Ahbabi, Chairman of ADSSC attended the meeting
in presence of Eng. Alan Thomson, Managing Director of ADSSC, Eng.
Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri, Deputy Managing Director of ADSSC,
managers and employees.
The meeting included discussing work progress and the five year
plan (20132017-). These discussions covered various topics including
the external and internal challenges facing Abu Dhabi Emirate and
how they will impact ADSSC and what the company actions should
include to contribute to the development of the Emirate.
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Al Dhafra Private School
Students Visit Al Sad WTP,
in Al Ain
A number of Al Dhafra Private School students had visited Al
Sad Wastewater Treatment Plant, on Wednesday 29th of May
2013.
The schedule of the visit included introducing the 70 students
to the laboratory tasks in the plant, including analyses of the
wastewater of different residential, commercial and industrial
sources. The students were also given an explanation about
the treatment process to guarantee the high standards of the
treated water, including its clarity of bacteria to be used for
irrigation purposes.

ADSSC Honored for its
Contribution in Project
Coordination System
“TAZAMUN”
Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company was honored by Al Ain
Municipality for being one of the contributing partners in the Project
Coordination System “TAZAMUN”. The honoring event by Al Ain
Municipality was organized at “Cityscape Abu Dhabi 2013” exhibition,
on 18th of April 2013, at Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Centre.
Eng. Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri, the Deputy Managing Director of
ADSSC attended to honoring, while Mohamed Al Falasi, the Manager of Customer Services Department, received the commemorative
shield and the certificate of appreciation on behalf of ADSSC.

The Laboratory employees introduced some of ADSSC major
projects in developing the infrastructure, and the company
mission of treating water to highest standards, to be used in
expanding the green areas of Abu Dhabi.

The project of “TAZAMUN” is first of its kind initiative in UAE. It’s an electronic coordinating system which displays the current
and the planned infrastructure projects, in combination with ongoing activities by different entities, and recent developments, on
an electronic visible map. This project makes coordinating process and planning more effective and accurate. It also benefits Al Ain
citizens and all authorities at the same time by providing a quicker more accurate service.

ADSSC is working to strengthen its cooperation with academic
institutions including schools and universities, to provide the
students with practical knowledge and experience in the field
of waste water treatment.

Governmental entities of Abu Dhabi participated in this project including, Al Ain City Municipality, Abu Dhabi Urban Planning Council,
Department of Transport, Al Ain Distribution Company, Abu Dhabi Transmission and Despatch Company, Etisalat, Abu Dhabi Tourism
and Culture Authority, General Directorate of Abu Dhabi Police, and Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company.
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ADSSC
Participation
in Al Ain
Education
and Career Fair
2013
Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company “ADSSC” participated in
Al Ain Education and Career Fair 2013, held at Al Ain Convention
Centre between 22nd and 24th of April 2013. ADSSC’s objective in
participating in this fair was to introduce the company’s business in
treating wastewater and to highlight job opportunities offered by
ADSSC with the added aim of improving and supporting qualified
nationals to join the company.
H.H. Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak Al Nahyan, UAE Minister of Culture,
Youth and Community visited ADSSC stand, beside other Important
people including governmental figures and the participants in the fair

ADSSC Participates
in the Chemistry and
Biology Days in UAEU

in addition to the students and jobseekers, to view a presentation
about the company’s services and Emiritization efforts. ADSSC
was represented by Eng. Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri, the Deputy
Managing Director of ADSSC, Abdul Munem Saeed Al Nuaimi,
the Head of HR section and Khalid Alshaiba Alsharyani, Head of
Customer Services Section.
ADSSC participation in this annual fair is to attract graduated
students and to support nationals to join the company. It’s also
an opportunity to strengthen relations and cooperation with
government authorities and educational firms of Abu Dhabi.

ADSSC participated in the activities held for the annual
Chemistry day in UAEU on 1st May 2013. Various
government entities and companies participated in
the event.

ADSSC Participates
in Sustainable Cities
Exhibition in UAEU
GIS team of Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company “ADSSC”
has participated in “Sustainable Cities Exhibition” for the
second time, on Monday 20th of May 2013, at Al Hilali
Theatre in UAEU.
The Exhibition aims to contribute in supporting the research
projects for post graduate students of Geography Department.
A variety of issues were raised and discussed relating to the
planning of green and sustainable cities.

Regional Blood Bank Honors
ADSSC for its Participation in
Blood Donation Campaign
The Regional Blood Bank of “Tawam Hospital”, honored Abu
Dhabi Sewerage Services Company “ADSSC” with a certificate
of appreciation and a commemorative shield for the efforts of its
employees and their participation in the Blood Donation Campaign,
the initiative was held on 13th of June 2013, at Ayla Hotel - Al Ain.
ADSSC participation in Blood Donation Campaigns is part of its
concern about encouraging others to contribute for a better and
healthy community. It also demonstrates ADSSC’s intention to
participate in various community activities which reinforces our
responsibility to communities. Approximately fifty staff from ADSSC
participated.
The Chief Executive Officer of Tawam Hospital, attended the
initiative with the Director of the Clinical Services, the Director of
Al Ain Regional Blood Bank and SEHA Lab Manager, in attendance of
government representatives.
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ADSSC
Achieve
Membership
Certificate
from the BSI
Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company achieved the
Membership Certificate from the British Standards Institution,
for the first time, this certificate is valid for 12 months starting
February 2013 until February 2014.
This certificate was achieved after the detailed evaluation
by the British Standards Institution on ADSSC standards and
implementation. ADSSC company fulfilled all the requirements
for the certificate, which supports the company’s massive
development and great efforts in improving its standards.
This achievement puts ADSSC in the list of the most important
companies in the UAE, which meets the high standards of the
British Standards Institution certificate.

ADSSC is aware of the importance of participating in related
exhibitions and events, to be initiated with government
authorities from public and private sectors at UAE. It’s also
an important opportunity for ADSSC to present its latest
sustainable projects which are part of the strategic plans of
the company to develop the infrastructure of Abu Dhabi.

ADSSC employees were associated with the Mayors
of Colleges, officials, students and visitors. Kawthar
Al Braiki a microbiologist from the Lab Unit gave a
presentation about the lab tasks and instructions
of using chemicals, as well as introducing the
applications of safety procedures in ADSSC, and
presenting the company’s biggest projects, including
STEP in Abu Dhabi.
ADSSC was honored by Dr. Nathir Al Rawashdeh, an
Associate professor of Physical Chemistry at United
Arab Emirates University.ADSSC employees distributed
brochures and souvenirs, whilst participating and
sharing expertise with students and faculty members.
Also, ADSSC participated in the activities held for
the annual Biology day organized by UAEU, on
7th of May 2013. Different government entities
and companies participated in this initiative, the
purpose of participation is to introduce the students
to the companies roles and activities related to the
community.

Government authorities participated in the exhibition,
which included an exhibition space for our own GIS team.
The team discussed and introduced GIS implementations
and applications to the students, and they presented the
importance of such implementation in planning infrastructure
projects. In addition the value of GIS applications in providing
accurate geographical data which are used in digital maps
via ArcGIS application, by Assets Division of ADSSC was also
discussed.
H.E. Dr. Ali Rashid Al Noaimi, Vice Chancellor of United Arab
Emirates University presented a commemorative shield to
ADSSC, in presence of Dr. Mohammed Al Baili and Dr. Saif
Al Qaydi as an appreciation for the participation in the
exhibition and the related events organized by UAEU.
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PEOPLE AMONG US

OUR NEWS
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With Youth ambition and Emirati determination, Salem works in a field job, which requires more than just
a paper and a pen. He goes out daily to work in field, where he meets customers from residential,
commercial and industrial sectors. His tasks include various conditions and daily dealing with different
personalities, nationalities and cultures. Therefore it requires him the skills to deal with customers in
a positive way and to promote the company.

ADSSC Honors its Employees
for their End of Service

Can you introduce the nature of your work in ADSSC?

Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company “ADSSC” organized two
events to honor its employees for their end of service on 26th and
27th of June 2013, at ADSSC headquarters in Abu Dhabi and Al Ain.
The honoring was to appreciate their efforts in serving the company
throughout the past years.
The attendees of the honoring at Al Ain included Eng. Mubarak Obaid
Al Dhaheri the Deputy Managing Director of ADSSC, Eng. Qasem
Ghulam Haider the Manager of O&M Department, Eng. Mohammed Al
Harrasi the Manager of Projects Management Department, Mr. Khalid
Alsharyani the Head of Customer Services Section, Mr. Abdul Munem
Al Nuaimi the Head of HR Section, and ADSSC employees.
In Abu Dhabi, the attendees included Mr. Ahmed Saleh Al Neyadi,
the Manager of Business Support Division, Mr. Khamis Mohammed
Al Dhaheri, the Manager of HR Department, and Mr. Abdul Munem
Al Nuaimi the Head of Al Ain HR Section.
The employees who reached their end of service received certificates
of appreciation and gifts. This event reflects the company’s care and
appreciation for its employees and for their efforts and contribution
in the company.

My work is field based, as I inspect the services provided by the
company and visit the site of it. For example, confirming that pipes
installations in new buildings are valid, beside to inspecting installations
in restaurants, factories, industrial buildings and gathering samples.

Organizing an Internal
Audit Workshop

What are the features of your field work?

The Internal Audit Unit had organized a workshop for new
employees on Tuesday 14th of May 2013 at ADSSC, Al Ain.
This Unit is part of ADSSC and reports to the Internal Audit
Committee set up by the Board of Directors.

Team work, we work as one team, there aren’t any differences between
us when it comes to experience. We work in unified way and share
the tasks equally to be done in the minimum time.

The workshop aims to raise the awareness of the employees
of the Internal Audit Unit role in risk management, revision,
evaluating and planning. In addition to the effectiveness
of the internal control systems in ADSSC’s Divisions and
Departments.

What are the difficulties and the challenges that you
face? and how you overcome them?
In fact there are no challenges in my work, thanks to Allah. The
difficulties that we face are in the weather as rain, strong winds
and the exceeded heat in summer which can effect negatively on
inspecting. To overcome these difficulties we distribute the tasks by
its location and move early to the site to inspect.

It also included various topics, including risk evaluation
process, risk control and the process of internal audit, which
focuses on the risks faced in ADSSC and their elimination.
The unit reports regularly to the committee and seeks
to reduce risk through improved processes including the
deployment of consultants and software applications.

What are the goals that you intend to achieve in your
job?
Achieving the tasks in the minimum time, developing work system,
and unifying work methods in all Customer Services Sections of
ADSSC, that’s what me and my coworkers seek to achieve.

Mr. Rasheed Al Otaibi and Mr. Majid Hassan Al Nassay were
the presenters in the workshop, which was held in two
sessions and 18 employees attended each.

What are the achievements that you can accomplish in
ADSSC?

ADSSC Wins the Cup in the First Football Tournament of the
Refresher Championship
ADSSC honored its football team for winning the cup in the first
football tournament of the Refresher Championship, organized by
Al Ain Academy. The honoring was on Wednesday 24th of July 2013
at ADSSC main building in Al Ain.

ADSSC football
team won their
match
against
Jordanian
Community team
with 2 goals by
Khalid Jomaa and
Hamad Al Kaabi,
achieved in the
second half of the
final match, which
was held at Al Ain Equestrian, Shooting & Golf Club. The winning
team received the cup and the gold medals for the championship.
ADSSC management thanked its football team for their contribution
and participation in social and sport activities, and wished them
continuous success and accomplishment.
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Within my job responsibilities, I aim to receive the best customer’s
satisfaction with ADSSC, it is ongoing but needs effort, time, and
everyone’ cooperation and sense of responsibility.

Personal Card
Name: Salem Ali Salem Al Nuaimi
Age: 33
Marital status: Married and have five children
Education: Diploma, Higher Colleges of Technology
Current Occupation: Inspector at ADSSC Customer
Services Section
Place of Work: Customer Services Section at Mazyad,
Al Ain.
Date of joining ADSSC: 27- 2- 2011

Being an inspector is a hard field job. What is the message
that you would like to send to Emirati youth?
Firstly, I advise myself and my compatriots to take responsibility, to
spend more effort to catch up with all the developments in our dear
country, and to continue the march of His Highness Sheikh Zayed bin
Sultan Al Nahyan -May God preserve him-. To achieve so, we need
to realize what our fathers and grandfathers have been through of
difficulties and challenges in the past to our days.
What is the message that you would like to conclude this
interview with?
In ADSSC I found the suitable place to develop and to turn ideas
into reality, which serve my job. It’s our duty toward our country
to contribute in developments and to provide creativeness. Finally,
I thank Allah then my team whom contributed in developing the
Inspection Unit and whom still are giving more to their work, wishing
for all continuous success and further accomplishment.
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EXCELLENCE

Filmed at Al Saad Wastewater
Treatment Plant in Al Ain

“Green Water”
Wins Golden Deer Awards for
Best UAE Environmental Film
The “Green Water” film has won the Golden Deer Awards for
best UAE Environmental film, at Abu Dhabi Environmental
film festival, which was held on 2nd of May 2013, and
included huge attendance of film experts, interested people
and participants from all over the world. The festival is under
the patronage of Shaikh Hamdan bin Zayed Al Nahyan,
Ruler’s Representative of the Western Region.
Eng. Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri the Deputy Managing
Director of ADSSC honored the production team of the
film and handed them a certificate of appreciation and a
commemorative shield, in presence of ADSSC Managers,
employees and the film contributors. He thanked them for
their efforts in making the successful film and highlighting
the company’s mission in treating wastewater and reusing it
for irrigation purposes.
The Awards had a great amount of participation and a tough
competing, on top of them was the “Green Water” which
surpassed all the candidates and won the Golden Deer Awards.
Green Water production team cooperated with ADSSC,
Awareness and Mass Communication Unit to produce the
film at Al Saad Wastewater Treatment Plant in Al Ain. The film
highlighted the vital role of the treated water in serving Abu
Dhabi’s environment and irrigating green areas and lands of
the Emirate.

presented the stages of wastewater treatment, starting with
the collection of wastewater and proceeding with treatment,
to end with reusing the treated water for irrigation purposes.
The film also indicates the quality of the treated water and its
high standards which meets the international standards.
The aim of the film is to raise awareness on dealing with
wastewater, noting the huge budget spent on treating
wastewater and the time spent to produce the treated water.
Also highlighting the great values of the treated water in
expanding green areas of Abu Dhabi, and creating a new source
of water. Furthermore to reducing the pressure on underground
water storage.
Awareness and Mass Communication Unit of ADSSC, organized
a schedule to show the film to all ADSSC employees. The efforts
of the production team has gained the attendees admiration
and appreciation.

The film included interviews with ADSSC employees and
engineers who are experts and qualified in wastewater
treatment. The interviews contributed in providing details
and information of wastewater treatment process, in
addition to introducing ADSSC mission and tasks. It also
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SAFETY

OUR STRATEGIC PROJECT

First Partial Handover of STEP
A major milestone was achieved on Sunday,
12 May 2013, In the T-02 part of the Strategic
Tunnel Enhancement Programme (STEP).
A team from the programme management
department of Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services
Company (ADSSC) has carried out the
first of six Partial Completion Inspections
over a 3.0km of the 15.5km long, 5.0m
diameter deep tunnel between shafts WS4
and AS4 located in Mohamed Bin Zayed City.
This inspection comes before the handover
from the Contractor to ensure a complete
compliance with the Contract Specifications.
Over the next months, additional inspections
totaling of (6 for T-01, 5 for T-02, and 4 for T-03)
will be carried out for the remaining length
of the 41km of deep tunnel sewer before
handover.

AWARENESS

Together to Avoid
Winter Incidents
As winter comes, the use of the heat
means increases, such as water heaters
and electric heaters. The misuse may lead
to various accidents, fire, fatal injuries
and loss of lives and properties. Here are
some of the safety instructions to avoid
such incidents.

Water Heaters:
The misuse of the electric water heaters can lead to serious
catastrophes if it exploded. The danger of it is deadly if it doesn’t
comply with university policy, or if its improperly installed or
improperly connected to electricity.

Safety instructions to use water heaters:

Training Program for HCT Abu Dhabi’s
Students in STEP
The team of Programme
Management
Department
have welcomed a group of
Abu Dhabi Higher Colleges
of
Technology
students.
The students are trainees and
this visit is part of their field
training for the Bachelor’s
Degree. The importance of
the field training is to connect
academic education to the
experience which is gained at
work site, it also develop the
students’ skills and enrich them
with experience, beside to
introducing them to the nature
of the work.
The students were engaged in an intensive program which lasted for two weeks. They had the chance to be part of the Programme
and share technical knowledge which include: receiving overview about the programme, and acknowledging its strategic importance,
and it’s benefit for the future of the Emirate. In addition to visiting STEP’s Visitors Centre, attending specialized course about safety,
field visits to the programme sites as the deep tunnel, sewerage links and main pumping station. They also visited Al Murikhi Factory
for Ready Mixed Concrete.
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1. It should be provided with automatic shutoff, when water reach
certain temperature the automatic shutoff should function to
switch the heater off.
2. Run regular maintenance on water heaters specially in winter
because of the increased use, assuming that it may not be used
for a period during summer.
3. Be cautioned if children is going to use the water, hot water
may lead to burns even for adults.

Safety instructions for electric heaters:
1. Make sure of the validity of electric wires in the heater. The
heater must not be installed directly on carpeting, and should
be switched off while sleeping, in addition to keeping it out of
children reach.
2. Do not leave the electric heater cable exposed.
3. Make sure of the proper installation, do not exceed the power
limit of the used plug to avoid accidents.
4. Do not install the electric heater near wet ground or around
flammable materials.

Avoiding incidents related to coal and
firewood heating

•
•
•

Be careful when setting fire or carrying coal. Do not shut all air
exits when using coal in rooms or tents, to assure ventilation and
to avoid Carbon Dioxide retention which leads to choking and
death.
Coal and firewood should be moved out rooms when sleeping.
Children should be watched if coal or firewood is used around
the place. Be sure to extinct used coal or firewood before throwing
it in garbage.
Keep burned coal away from flammable materials, carpeting,
curtains and furniture.

Acting Wise
in Emergencies..
Your Way to Safety
Many of us may face troubles when someone around gets
injured or spasm or the like of it. You may feel helpless
as you don’t know how to save the person until he get
carried to the hospital or clinic. Providing first aid isn’t
necessarily needed in certain place, its actually needed
everywhere.
In this issue we present to the employees and the
community members, some of the emergency cases and
the ways to act in it. Always save emergency numbers in
your phone, you might need it in any day to save anyone,
keep in mind that you should report incidents even if
they are minor.

In case of emergency.. think of the
following rules:
• Stay calmed and don’t panic, so you can take the right
action.
• Move the injured person away from the danger source.
• Prevent complications and instruct the people not to
crowd around the injured person.
• Call 999 in case of emergency and 997 in case of fire.

First Aid Instructions in Case of
Emergencies:
When calling emergency remember to mention your
name, the place of the accident and how serious it is. Try
to be calmed so you can provide paramedics with clear
information to help the situation.
Be sure to reply the basic questions as: What’s the nature
of the emergency? Who are the injured people? How
many of them? Where’s the place? What’s the details?.
Try to recognize any landmarks around you to guide the
paramedics to your place.
After so, listen carefully to the paramedics instructions,
and do not end the call until they allow you.
For further information regard how to deal with
emergencies, or first aid, or traffic accidents or fire, visit
the following governmental links:
http://www.government.ae/
https://www.abudhabi.ae
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MISCELLANEOUS

OUR ENVIRONMENT

The “Sheikh Zayed Book Award” was
established in memory of Sheikh Zayed
bin Sultan Al Nahyan -May Allah rest
his soul in peace-, the principal architect
of United Arab Emirates. The first award
was in 2007, administered by Abu Dhabi
Tourism and Culture Authority.
The award is given to intellectuals,
researchers, and writers, for their
contribution in literature, social sciences, enriching culture, and
promoting dialogue between civilizations, and bringing nations

United Arab Emirates is becoming one of the pioneering countries
in respect of using renewable energy, this is especially true regarding
solar energy. This thoughtful planning of preserving environment
comes in order to provide a sustainable life and future, it also
conforms with the instructions of H.H Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed
Al Nahyan -May God preserve him-, as he expressed that “Expanding
our leadership into renewable sources of power demonstrates the
commitment of the United Arab Emirates
to maintaining its position as a major
provider of energy”.

The Emirate of Abu Dhabi has succeeded in implementing the solar
energy in multiple projects including: traffic systems, parking lot,
radars, water heaters, seawater desalination, passive cooling, solarpowered trash compactors and advertising boards. Additionally, the
use of solar thermal collectors on offices and other structures
to achieve best utilization in green buildings in UAE.
These projects are reckoned by Abu Dhabi government
to save 7% of the consumed energy by the year
2020. The projects target various goals, mainly to
enhance sustainability through using renewable
energy to produce electricity, secondly to
develop national experience and expertise
in the field of renewable energy and solar
energy in particular. Finally to prepare
qualified nationals to support
developments in the country.
The UAE is considered as
a pioneering country
when it comes to the
amount of the solar
energy generating
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Sheikh Zayed Book Award

Government Initiatives

Solar Energy ..
The Optimum
Replacement Toward a
Sustainable Future

The solar energy is produced
by installing solar thermal
collectors on the surface of
buildings and facilities. The solar
thermal collectors convert the
solar energy into electricity,
that can be stored in particular
batteries to be used after sunset.
The solar energy can be converted
into various applications such as direct
heat, or converting the thermal energy into
kinetic energy or electricity.

CONNECT

Your Health is Our Concern

companies in it. Not only that, UAE also have City of Masdar
which is a leading project established by the government of Abu
Dhabi, to be the first city in the whole world that’s free from
carbon emissions and waste. In addition to the outstanding
achievements and projects to invest in energy, on top of it is
“London Array” the offshore wind farm, and the 6 megawatts
wind farm in the Seychelles. UAE is currently running four
important projects in Spain to invest energy. Furthermore the
solar energy station “Shams 1” in Abu Dhabi, is the biggest project
investment in solar energy in the middle east and north of Africa.
Investing solar energy in UAE is still progressing to develop the
various projects in this field.

together. The total value of the prizes is 7 million making it one of
the richest literary awards in the world.
The awards include 9 categories, including the award for Contribution
to the Development of Nations, the award for Cultural Personality
of the Year, the award for Children Literature, the award for Young
Author, and the award for Translation.
The award is supervised by a Board of Trustees and a Scientific
Committee that manage a rigorous award selection process. The award
is considered as one of the world’s most culturally diverse.
Further information can be found in: http://www.zayedaward.ae

Abu Dhabi Landmarks

Are you Diabetic?

Al Ain Palace Museum

Diabetes is a chronic condition where the person's
body is unable to regulate the amount of sugar in
their blood, either because the pancreas does not
produce enough insulin, or because cells do not
respond to the insulin that is produced.
Diabetes short term symptoms are increased
sweating, paleness, numbness, weakness, increased
thirst, increased hunger, blurred vision, hallucination,
nausea. The major long-term complications relate
to damage to blood vessels.

Qasr al-Ain (Al Ain Palace) is a museum
in the city of Al Ain, located on the
edge of Al Ain Oasis. The construction
of Al Ain Palace goes back to 1937,
after which extensions were made
by the late Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan
Al Nahyan -May God preserve him-, who used the palace as a residence until 1966
when he was the Ruler's Representative in the Eastern Region. It is considered a
symbol and a memorial to the modern history of Abu Dhabi and the UAE.

Important tips to prevent diabetes:

• Take more physical activity, daily walking for 30
minutes is a good start.
plenty of fiber and avoid excessive
• Get
carbohydrates and sugar.
• Managing weight and reducing fats in body.
stress by participating in entertaining
• Avoiding
and social activities.
smoking because it worsens diabetic status
• Quit
by interfering with insulin.
• Regularly test the blood sugar.
If you have any symptoms please seek medical
advice as early as possible.

Self - Improvement

Upon the wish of the late Sheikh Zayed to preserve and value the past while
maintaining its links to the present and the future, the Al Ain Palace was converted
into a museum in 1998. The simplicity of the buildings combined with the cool,
secluded gardens and the lush green palm trees at the western edge of the Al Ain
Oasis, made a deep impression upon all those who had journeyed through the
surrounding desert to reach it.
The Museum was inaugurated in 2001. It is designed to help visitors visualize the life
in Al Ain Palace and is a major tourism attraction.
A replica of the grand court tent in the grounds of the palace represents an iconic
link with Bedouin life. Sheikh Zayed was proud to meet guests and VIPs there to
demonstrate Arabian hospitality and generosity. Another symbol of Sheikh Zayed’s
commitment to his people is the Land Rover in which he drove into the desert to
visit the tribes so that he could understand and respect the conditions under which
they lived. A similar Land Rover is currently displayed in the museum. The museum
houses portraits of the royal family and a family tree depicting the Sheikh’s lineage.

Dealing with Work Stress

Many of employees can be under work stress as a result to the
excessive load and mismanaging time. This can affect the employee
negatively and will reflect on his performance directly.
To overcome the stress you should make your day in work a fun
thing, here are some of the ideas on how to avoid stress:
1. Set your work related goals and learn from your mistakes instead
denying them.
2. Organize your priorities, then form a list of the tasks that need
to be done.
3. Avoid being negative, continuous complaining and backbiting in
work because it increases stress.
4. Solve your problems in minimum time and get over them to
avoid stress.
5. Refresh your energy, have a healthy meal and do some exercises
to release stress.

Abu Dhabi Calendar for Upcoming Events
Bedaya forum 2013Abu Dhabi Education council

02- 0 3S eptember2 013

Abu Dhabi International Hunting
and Equestrian Exhibition 2013

04 - 07 September 2013

Power And Water Technology

23 - 25 September 2013

Abu Dhabi Medical congress 2013

27- 29 October 2013

2013 Abu Dhabi Art

20- 23 November

Al Ain Aerobatic Show 2013

30 November 2013

The National Day of
the United Arab Emirates

02 December 2013
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